SITUATED WITHIN THE PLAZA OFFICES WEST AT
THE CANBERRA AIRPORT TERMINAL IS THE NEW
HEAD OFFICE FOR THE CAPITAL AIRPORT GROUP
A high-quality space designed to encourage
collaboration and to drive quality outcomes.
Director of Projects, Zarko Danilov approached Delta Building
Automation to assist with the energy efficiency and reporting
elements of the space. In particular, Zarko was very keen to provide
an energy dashboard that would keep the users of the space up to
date on how much energy they were using and provide examples of
how efficiencies could be made to reduce energy consumption.
The solution provided by Delta Building Automation was the
Earthright Energy Dashboard. Without any prior knowledge,
all tenants can now see in real-time how well the building is
conserving energy, and show the world at the same time. This is
achieved all through the simple and concise Earthright Energy
Dashboard provided by Delta Controls.
CONSUMPTION AND CONSERVATION, SAVINGS AND
SUSTAINABILITY
The Earthright Energy Dashboard charts and gauges reflect
the building’s real-time energy consumption and conservation,
energy savings and commitment to sustainability. Information is
presented in an attractive, easy to understand series of displays
– or dashboards – highlighting water, electricity or natural gas
consumption. Whether via kiosk, internet or building lobby display,
the Earthright Energy Dashboard graphically compares energy
consumption from year to year, displays current weather conditions
and forecasts, highlights conservation efforts, reveals energysaving tips and more.
Further, the building’s green features can also be showcased to
educate tenants and encourage overall energy responsibility.
In this case, the Capital Airport Group demonstrates a real
commitment to sustainability, encouraging visitors to their
premises to do the same.
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“The Capital Airport Group strives to
be an outstanding corporate citizen
and we identified our responsibility
to the environment across all our
properties many years ago.
We are delighted with the installation
of the Earthright Energy Dashboard
and ongoing assistance we receive
from Delta Building Automation with
our Airport office, and
airport terminal.
The team of experts at Delta Building
Automation provide us with the tools
to manage our own environment and
achieve the efficiencies we desired.
They are also on hand to assist with
any questions, servicing or testing
when we need them.”
ZARKO DANILOV
Capital Airport Group

